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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a novel inverse TMO, which enables to
generate HDR images from LDR ones, not only without using any specific parameters but also at low computing costs.
Furthermore, the inverse TMO has a new characteristic when
an LDR image is mapped from an HDR one by Reinhard’s
global operator. In the case, the HDR image reconstructed
by the proposed method without parameters can be remapped
into the same image as that remapped from an HDR one reconstructed with parameters. Experimental results show that
the proposed inverse tone mapping (TM) operation can be carried out, while keeping better structural similarity and lower
computing cost than conventional methods.
Index Terms— high dynamic range, inverse tone mapping, tone mapping, HDR imaging, image enhancement
1. INTRODUCTION
The interest of high dynamic range (HDR) imaging has
recently been increasing in various area: photography, medical imaging, computer graphics, on vehicle cameras and astronautics. They have wider dynamic range of pixel values
than standard low dynamic range (LDR) images. To visualize HDR images and videos, HDR displays have been developed. The most common approach to produce HDR images
with a LDR detector is to sequentially capture multiple images of the same scene using different exposures [1, 2]. However, this kind of approaches is only suitable for static scenes.
In addition, these approaches are not suitable for reproducing
real-world appearance images through legacy LDR images or
videos. Therefore, a number of inverse tone mapping operators (TMOs) for dynamic range expansion have been proposed to visualize LDR images on HDR devices.
Various research works on inverse TM have so far been
done [3–7]. Huo et al. succeeded in expanding the local dynamic range in dark and bright area by using the dodging
and burning algorithm with a S curve operator [6]. Wang
et al. proposed an inverse TM operation which conflates
pseudo-multiple-exposures HDR images generated from a
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single LDR image [7]. In addition, the inverse TM is used
not only to generate an HDR image from an LDR one, but
also to compression coding an HDR image such as JPEGXT standard [8]. A high-performance inverse TM operation
at low computational costs is required because HDR imaging
techniques are expected to apply to not only images but also
videos. However, the existing inverse TM operations require
a lot of calculation for generating high quality HDR images.
For example, the Banterle et al.’s method [3] has complex
processing such as bilateral filtering and the median cut algorithm. This is due to a loss of information about the dynamic
range of the real scene.
To overcome these problems, we propose a novel inverse
TMO based on the existing TMO. Many research works on
TM operations which generate an LDR image from an HDR
image have been studing [9–16]. The proposed inverse TMO,
which is based on a inverse transform of Reinhard’s global
operator [17,18], allows to be carried out not only without any
parameters but also without any data-depended calculation.
Furthermore, the proposed one has another application i.e.
remapping LDR images into other LDR ones with desirable
quality. When an LDR image is mapped from an HDR one
by Reinhard’s global operator [17], the HDR images reconstructed by the proposed method can be remapped into the
same image as that remapped from an HDR one reconstructed
with parameters. Therefore, the proposed inverse TMO also
allows to efficiently store HDR images as LDR ones by conventional image coding methods such as JPEG, JPEG2000
and HEVC.
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed inverse
TMO in terms of the quality of generated HDR images and
the executing time by a number of simulations. Simulation
results show that the proposed method is able to remap LDR
ones mapped by Reinhard’s global TMO, with high quality.
In addition, it is confirmed that the proposed method is to effectively perform inverse TM maintaining the structural similarity with a low computational cost.
2. PREPARATION
A TM operation generates an LDR image IL from an
HDR image IH . A typical TM operation is reviewed.
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2.1. Photographic Tone Reproduction
”Photographic Tone Reproduction” [17] which is a typical TM operation is summarized, here. This TM operation
consists of the following six steps.
(a) The world luminance Lw (p) of an HDR image IH is
calculated from RGB pixel values of the HDR one as,
Lw (p) = 0.27R(p) + 0.67G(p) + 0.06B(p) (1)
where R(p), G(p) and B(p) are RGB pixel values of
the HDR image with a pixel p, respectively.
(b) The geometric mean Lw of the world luminance Lw (p)
is calculated as follows:
(
)
N
1 ∑
Lw = exp
log Lw (p)
(2)
N p=1

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

where N is the total number of pixels in the input HDR
image IH .
The scaled luminance L(p) is calculated as
α
L(p) =
Lw (p)
(3)
Lw
where α ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter called ”key value”,
which indicates subjectively if the scene is light, normal, or dark [17]. α corresponds to the geometric mean
of the scaled luminance.
The display luminance Ld (p) is calculated by using a
TMO y(·) as follows:
Ld (p) = y(L(p)).
(4)
The Reinhard’s global operator [17] which is a wellknown TMO is given by
L(p)
Ld (p) =
.
(5)
1 + L(p)
The floating-point pixel values Cf (p) of the LDR image is calculated as follows:
Ld (p)
Cf (p) =
C(p)
(6)
Lw (p)
where C(p) ∈ {R(p), G(p), B(p)} is the floating-point
RGB value of the input HDR image IH , and Cf (p) ∈
{Rf (p), Gf (p), Bf (p)}. Besides, the gamma correction is performed for Cf (p) as needed.
The 8-bit color RGB values Ci (p) of the LDR image
ILg is derived from
Ci (p) = round(Cf (p) · 255)
(7)
where round(x) rounds x to its nearest integer value,
and Ci (p) ∈ {Ri (p), Gi (p), Bi (p)}.

2.2. Scenarios
This paper proposes a novel inverse TMO to estimate
HDR images from LDR ones. We have two scenarios from
the difference of applications.
Scenario 1: Inverse TM of existing LDR images
The first scenario is to estimate HDR images from existing LDR ones captured in legacy LDR format as shown in
Fig. 1. In this case, there is no information on the relation-
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ship between the LDR ones and the real scenes. Therefore,
it is difficult to determine operators or parameters for inverse
TM. As a result, conventional inverse TM operations require
high computing cost processing for generating high quality
HDR images from existing LDR ones.
By using the proposed method, fast inverse TM is able to
carry out without any parameters even when LDR images are
not generated by Reinhard’s global operator.
Scenario 2: remapping LDR images
The second scenario is to remap LDR images to other
LDR ones with different qualities by using arbitrary TMO
shown in Fig. 2(a). In the scenario, the first TMO is the Reinhard’s global operator (see Fig. 2(b)). The second is an arbitrary TMO such as a local TMO, which can provide an LDR
image with desirable quality. Before the second TMO, an inverse TM operation is required. Conventionally, two parameters i.e. α and Lw have to be stored to conduct it. In contrast,
the proposed inverse TM operation do not require the use of
the parameters. In the case, the proposed inverse TMO has
a new characteristic that an HDR image reconstructed by the
proposed method without parameters can be remapped into
the same image ILi as that remapped from an HDR one reconstructed with parameters.
3. PROPOSED INVERSE TM OPERATION
Assuming the use of the Reinhard’s global operator, a new
inverse TM operation based on photographic tone reproduction is proposed.
3.1. Inverse TMO based on the Reinhard’s TMO
The inverse function of the Reinhard’s global operator is
given as, from eqs.(3) and (5).
Lw
Lw · Ld (p)
Lw (p) =
· L(p) =
(8)
α
α(1 − Ld (p))

′′

where
L(p) =

Ld (p)
.
1 − Ld (p)

(9)

It is confirmed that the key value α and the geometric mean
Lw are necessary to calculate eq.(8). Therefore, these parameters or original HDR images are required to be stored.
By contrast, the proposed inverse TMO which does not
use the parameters is shown below.
G
G · Ld (p)
L′w (p) =
· L(p) =
(10)
A
A(1 − Ld (p))
where A, G is constant values. The above equation corresponds to the function substituted by α = A and Lw = G in
eq.(8) respectively.
3.2. Proposed procedure
The procedure for Scenario 1 is summarized as follows.
1. Calculate a display luminance Ld (p) from RGB values
of an LDR image as
0.27Ri (p) + 0.67Gi (p) + 0.06Bi (p)
Ld (p) =
. (11)
255
′
2. Calculate a world luminance Lw (p) by eqs. (11) and
(10).
′
3. Obtain an HDR image IH
with color components
′
′
′
′
C (p) ∈ {R (p), G (p), B (p)} as follows:
L′ (p)
L′ (p) Ci (p)
C ′ (p) = w
· Cf (p) = w
·
. (12)
Ld (p)
Ld (p) 255
3.3. Deriving the proposed inverse TMO
We discuss the validity that the parameters can be arbitrary values in the proposed inverse TMO.
First, we consider remapping an inverse mapped image
by eq. (10) based on Photographic tone reproduction. The
′
geometric mean Lw of an inverse mapped image is calculated
by substituting eq. (10) into eq. (2),
)
(
N
G · Ld (p)
1 ∑
′
Lw = exp
log
N p=1
A(1 − Ld (p)
(
)
N
G
1 ∑
G
= exp
log L(p) =
· α.
(13)
A
N p=1
A
Then, the scaled luminance L′ (p) for the second TMO is represented as, from eqs. (3) and (10)
α′
G · Ld (p)
α′
L′ (p) = ′ · L′w (p) = ′ ·
.
(14)
A(1
− Ld (p))
Lw
Lw
By substituting eq. (13) into eq. (14),
Ld (p)
α′
·
(15)
L′ (p) =
α 1 − Ld (p)
′
where α is a key value for the second TMO. From eq. (15),
the display luminance L′d (p) of the remapped image is provided by
( ′
)
α
Ld (p)
L′d (p) = y(L′ (p)) = y
·
.
(16)
α 1 − Ld (p)
Note that there are no constants A and G.
On the other hand, if α and Lw are known, the geometric
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mean Lw of the inverse mapped image is calculated from eq.
(8)
(
)
N
1 ∑
Lw · Ld (p)
′′
Lw = exp
log
= Lw .
(17)
N p=1
α(1 − Ld (p)
Then, the scaled luminance L′′ (p) for the second TMO is represented as, in a similar way to L′ (p).
α′
Lw · Ld (p)
α′
L′′ (p) = ′′ · L′′w (p) = ′′ ·
α(1
− Ld (p))
Lw
Lw

α′
Ld (p)
·
(18)
α 1 − Ld (p)
′′
Therefore, the display luminance Ld (p) of the remapped image is provided by
( ′
)
Ld (p)
α
L′′d (p) = y(L′′ (p)) = y
·
.
(19)
α 1 − Ld (p)
By comparing eq. (16) with eq. (19), we arrive at the relation:
L′d (p) = L′′d (p).
(20)
Hence, the remapped result by the proposed framework are
the same image as the remapped one with the true parameters
α and Lw regardless of the constants A and G. In this paper,
A = G = 1 is used in the inverse TM for simplicity.
=

3.4. Evaluating the proposed method
HDR images generally have a much wider dynamic range
than that of LDR ones. For this reason, conventional quality
assessments such as PSNR or SSIM are not suited to evaluate the quality of HDR images. Therefore, various research
works on evaluating HDR images have so far been done [19].
In this paper, we use typical quality metrics i.e. HDR-VDP2.2 [20] and PU encoding [21] + MS-SSIM [22] to evaluate
the quality of HDR images.
To evaluate the quality of HDR images, reference HDR
images are needed. Generally, there are no reference HDR
ones in LDR datasets. Thereby, we choose HDR images from
HDR image dataset and generates LDR ones from these HDR
ones by various TMOs.
4. SIMULATION
We evaluate the proposed inverse TMO in terms of the
′
quality of a generated HDR image IH1
and the executing time
by a number of simulations with HDR images.
4.1. Simulation conditions
We used 60 HDR images selected from the databases [23,
24] for the evaluation (see Fig. 3). The following procedure
was carried out to evaluate the effectiveness.
1. Map an HDR image IH to an LDR image ILi by several
TMOs T M Oi . In this simulation, we used 10 TMOs
selected from the literature [25]
2. Carry out some inverse TMOs, referred to as iT M Oj
′
for ILi , to obtain IHij
.
′
3. Evaluate the similarity between images IHij
and IH ,
in accordance with the criterions i.e. HDR-VDP-2.2
MOS value [20] and PU encoding [21]+ MS-SSIM
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Fig. 3. Examples of LDR images ILi mapped by several
TMOs
[22]. These are typical HDR image quality assessments
for evaluating HDR images [19].
Five inverse TMOs, i.e. the proposed method, the conventional inverse operation using eq.(8) with the true parameters (α and Lw ), PMET [7], Kuo’s method [5] and Huo’s
method [6], are compared. The proposed method and the conventional inverse operation are called inverse photographic
tone reproduction (IPTR) in the following section. The simulation was run on a PC, with a 3.4GHz processor, a main
memory of 16Gbytes and MATLAB R2014b.
4.2. Simulation results
Figure 4 illustrates the average executing time when each
inverse TMOs are carried out 100 times for 60 images. From
the figure, the proposed inverse TMO has much lower computational cost than the others. On the other hand, PMET has
large computational cost.
Tables 1 and 2 denote the average values of similarities
between HDR images were evaluated by HDR-VDP-2.2 ∈
[0, 100] and PU encoding + MS-SSIM ∈ [0, 1], whose lager
score indicates a higher similarity between two images.
Table 1 shows that IPTR is able to inverse tone map LDR
images mapped by Reinhard’s global TMO with the highest
quality. The proposed inverse TMO also has the corresponding property and is able to map LDR ones with higher quality
than the others. By contrast, PMET has the best HDR-VDP2.2 score which is the average of whole images.
Besides, IPTR with parameters provides better MS-SSIM
score averagely as shown in table 2. The proposed inverse
TMO provides better HDR images by comparing with the
others whereas it is slightly inferior than IPTR with parameters Therefore, the proposed inverse TMO is effective to perform inverse TM maintaining the structural similarity compared with other inverse TMOs.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a novel inverse TMO based on
Reinhard’s global operator. The proposed inverse TMO enables to generate HDR images from LDR ones, not only without using any specific parameters but also at low computing costs. Furthermore, the inverse TMO has a characteristic
when an LDR image is mapped by Reinhard’s global operator. That is, an HDR image reconstructed by the proposed
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Table 1. Experimental results (HDR-VDP-2.2)
inverse TMO
Reinhard’s
global
Reinhard’s
local
Gamma TMO
Chiu’s TMO
Fattal’s TMO
Average
(10 TMOs)

IPTR
IPTR (with
Kuo’s Huo’s
PMET
(proposed) parameters)
ITMO ITMO
56.13

61.85

53.38

43.48 52.76

37.48

38.52

44.69

42.04 42.90

34.88
39.48
41.42

35.95
40.02
41.34

41.27
45.17
44.41

40.33 38.54
44.79 44.10
44.71 45.76

42.99

43.11

46.53

43.33 45.48

Table 2. Experimental results (PU encoding + MS-SSIM)
inverse TMO
Reinhard’s
global
Reinhard’s
local
Gamma TMO
Chiu’s TMO
Fattal’s TMO
Average
(10 TMOs)

IPTR
IPTR (with
Kuo’s Huo’s
PMET
(proposed) parameters)
ITMO ITMO
0.918

0.976

0.860

0.597 0.831

0.866

0.917

0.860

0.596 0.818

0.772
0.840
0.840

0.752
0.857
0.815

0.833
0.785
0.741

0.514 0.754
0.667 0.777
0.672 0.787

0.843

0.856

0.804

0.611 0.797

method without parameters can be remapped into the same
image as that remapped form an HDR one reconstructed with
parameters. The simulation results showed that the proposed
inverse TMO is able to perform inverse TM maintaining better structural similarity at lower computing costs than other
inverse TMOs.
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